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Abstract - In the Secure voice call, the human voice shall be digitized by the Android APIs and the 
VOIP packets will travel over the SIP layer. The digitization process also includes the encryption 
phase wherein secure call technique is used in order to generate unique keys every time a call 
handshake is done. During the Secure Call key exchange, the caller party sends a Secure Call hello 
packet. Once that packet is positively acknowledged by the recipient party the handshake happens 
successfully and the call packets get encrypted. Using Secure call, digitized voice data is 
transformed into cipher text form on third generation GSM data or GPRS servers in android platform 
which results in a better encrypted voice speed and clarity. 
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Abstract - In the Secure voice call, the human voice shall be 
digitized by the Android APIs and the VOIP packets will travel 
over the SIP layer. The digitization process also includes the 
encryption phase wherein secure call technique is used in 
order to generate unique keys every time a call handshake is 
done. During the Secure Call key exchange, the caller party 
sends a Secure Call hello packet. Once that packet is positively 
acknowledged by the recipient party the handshake happens 
successfully and the call packets get encrypted. 
Using Secure call, digitized voice data is transformed 
into cipher text form on third generation GSM data or GPRS 
servers in android platform which results in a better encrypted 
voice speed and clarity. 
I. Introduction 
OIP works by converting analog voice signal into 
digitized data packets. The packets are sent out 
across the internet the same way as any other IP 
packets, using the internet’s TCP/IP protocol The 
Internet is a notoriously insecure network. Anything send 
across internet can be easily snooped upon. This is of 
particular concern when highly confidential information, 
such as corporate data and credit card numbers, is 
transmitted across the Internet. Another related concern 
is that it can be difficult to know whether the person 
sending the information is really who he says is he. 
Despite of the advantages of implementing 
VOIP there is a main drawback of using this technology 
that is the security issues. Since it will be connected to 
the Internet and use many of the same hardware and 
software components.  VOIP becomes vulnerable to 
different types of attacks such as Man in the middle 
attack, Denial of service or Eavesdropping.  
Several ways have been developed to solve 
these problems. At the heart of them is Encryption, it is 
technique of altering information so to anyone other than 
the intended recipient it will look like meaningless 
garble. When the recipient gets the information, it needs 
to be decrypted that is, turned back into the original 
message by the recipient, and only by the recipient. In  
the  Encrypted  IP  voice  call  this  digitized voice data  
is transformed into Ciphertext form  using encryption 
techniques. Hence, the encrypted voice call is very 
secured as compared to VOIP. 
II. Objectives 
1) Users wil l  be able to communicate effectively, 
speedily and most importantly, securely, there by 
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2) Implementing voice encryption on third generation 
GSM data or GPRS servers which would in turn 
result in a better encrypted voice speed and clarity. 
3) The configuration and usage of proxy server (SIP / 
Asterisk) through defining call routing and handset 
registration mechanisms. 
4) It will enable the users to communicate with each 
other in an encrypted fashion 
III. Research design 
Research design specifies the logical 
structure of a research project and the plan will be 
followed in its execution. 
Suppose A want to communicate with B 
through secured voice communication. A and B must 
have android based mobile handsets with J2ME 
(proposed) application installed on it which is 
responsible for encrypted voice communication. 
1. The mobile handsets need to be registered at SIP 
server. 
2. When A calls B the application installed on 
mobile handsets will convert it into encrypted 
data. 
3. The encrypted data will travel through GPRS 
channels. 
4. The SIP server will route the call to the registered 
recipient B. 
5. The application installed on B handset will perform 























































































Figure 1 :  Depicting the proposed system 
Step1: Voice communication can occur in 2 
ways namely: (a)Wi-Fi (without the SIM card in Android 
handsets) 
(b)GPRS (with SIM card in Android handsets) 
In the proposed work GPRS mode will be used 
Step2: There would be 1 SIP server 
(Asterisk) and  minimum 2 Android handsets. The 
handsets need to be registered at SIP server. 
Step3: The SIP server of callcentric.com are 
used. SIP client is configured on both the Android 
handsets. 
Step4: The Android application which will be 
developed needs to be installed on all the handsets 
which  are  registered in the SIP server and wish to 
communicate with each other using encrypted IP voice 
communication. 
Step 5:  The  dialler  will  launch  the  Android  
application  on  his/her  handset  and  dial  the 
receiver’s number. The dialling interface will be 
developed for the Android application. Once the call is 
made, the request will go the SIP server wherein the 
recipient’s number will be checked and the call will be 













































will first be encrypted on the dialler’s  handset  by  the  
application  and  then  sent  to  the  SIP  server  for  
routing  to  the recipient’s handset. Logically, every 
handset will be assigned a numeric no. in the SIP server 
during configuration through which it will become 
identifiable. 
Step7:  The  digitized  voice  data  will  travel  in  
an  encrypted  fashion  through  the  GPRS medium. 
IV. Technical workflow of the 
application 
1) The caller handset uses Secure Call application to 
initiate the VOIP call to the recipient. 
2) When the call is made, the caller handset also 
sends the logical number of both caller and receiver 
via GPRS which is cross-verified at the call centric 
server for genuineness. 
3) Once the genuineness of both the numbers is 
verified the analog voice signals are digitized using 
the SIP stack APIs which is PJSIP used in 
application. SIP stack APIs are a collection of 
packages and functions used for the transmission 
of voice over IP using SIP protocol. 
4) Once the call is established successfully, the caller 
sends “Hello Packet” in order to exchange the 
secure key with the recipient. The caller sends the 
  
  
   
  
  



























































“Hello Packets” a couple of times. When the 
recipient sends the acknowledgement for the hello 
packet, the secure key exchange is accomplished 
successfully. When the secure key is exchanges, 
the call packets become encrypted. 
5) Before the call is connected, the sender and 
recipient parties have to register themselves with the 
call centric server in order to attain a logical number 
which is also added in the SIP client on Android in 
order to synchronize with the server so that the SIP 
account gets activated. 
6) Once the SIP account is activated the SIP call 
session is established using SIP stack which is the 
collection of APIs and the encryption is performed 
using ZRTP. SIP stack is written in C language. 
7) There are two different projects in the application. 
One project consists of the full SIP stack integration 
and the another deals with the Android interface 
design and the SIP client development. 
 




This application shall work on both Wi-Fi and 
GPRS as the communication medium and requires that 
we have high-bandwidth network speed. The secured 
communication can only occur dynamically if the sender 
and recipient devices are equipped with this application. 
Otherwise, the call would be insecure which essentially 
means that there would not be any Secure Call key 
exchange and intruder would able to decode the VOIP 
























































in an encrypted fashion which will enhance the 















mobile handset called 
SmartPhones which run
 
on an advanced hardware
 




































































a) Secure Call application  
The implementation of Secure Call application 
is done by developing several components and then 
joining them together. Every component signifies a 
specific functionality in the application. 
i. Configuration of SIP client 
This application utilizes the configuration 
parameters of the SIP server. Services of existing SIP 
servers are used. Since the development and 
maintenance of SIP services is a costly affair, so 3rd 
party services from Callcentric.com has taken.  
Additionally, as most of the SIP servers are 
Linux-based, configuring the SIP server also requires 
assignment of the dynamic IP address to the Linux 
server which requires high-end network configuration on 
Linux. And even if it is successful in that configuration, it 
is practically infeasible to achieve good call clarity and 
speed because the servers need a high bandwidth 
internet speed which is only applicable if we take 3rd 
party services. 
Fig. 3  : SIP Account Configuration 
In the SIP account configuration, as in Fig. 3 the 
generic details are mentioned after which the user shall 
be assigned a logical number which would essentially 





   
  
  



























































Fig. 4 : Activate the SIP account in the Secure Call  application 
Activate the logical number (SIP account) 
assigned by SIP server of Callcentric.com as shown in 




































































Fig. 5 : Configuring SIP account in device 
Android user will configure the SIP account in 
the device by mentioning the logical number, password 
and account name and registering the account as 
depicted in Fig. 5 
Account name- Saruchi 
Logical number-17772438110 (provided by SIP 











   
  
  



























































Fig. 6 :  Android SIP Client 
Android SIP client named Saruchi and Logical 
no. 17772438110 has been created. Tap the icon to 
make it Active as shown in Fig.6. Once the account is 
active, the VOIP calls shall be made and received from 
that account only. 
ii. Dialler Application 
In this component, once the SIP account is 
registered, the user will be able to dial the number of 
another Android SIP user through a custom-made 
touch-pad. In order to develop the custom touch-pad, 
different images of the numbers have created in the 




















































































Fig. 7 : Dialler Application 
Then work is done on the Android event 
listeners in order to display the numbers on the screen 
when the user accesses those resources. There is a 
delete key through which the user will be able to delete 






   
  
  



























































Fig. 8: Initiating a Call 
After the user has typed the correct numbers as 
in Fig. 8 the Android APIs will initiate a call to the SIP 
recipient registered on the server. If the call is made to 
an invalid recipient, it will be handled by the IVR of call 
centric server.  
iii. Digitization of Voice Call 
When the call is connected, the human voice 
shall be digitized by the Android APIs and the VOIP 
packets will travel over the SIP layer. Once the 
genuineness of both the numbers is verified the analog 
voice signals are digitized using the SIP stack APIs 
which is PJSIP used in our application. SIP stack APIs 
are a collection of packages and functions used for the 
transmission of voice over IP using SIP protocol 
iv. Encryption Phase 
The digitization process also includes the 
encryption phase wherein we use secure call technique 
in order to generate unique keys every time a call 
handshake is done. During the Secure Call key 
exchange, the caller party sends a Secure Call hello 
packet. Once that packet is positively acknowledged by 
the recipient party the handshake happens successfully 
and the call packets get encrypted. 
i. The Secure Call protocol does not rely on a public 
key infrastructure or on certification authorities, In 
fact ephimeral Diffie-Hellman keys are generated 
on each session establishment: this allows to 
bypass the complexity of creating and maintaining 
a complex third trusted party. 
ii. These keys will contribute to the generation of the 
session key and parameters for SRTP sessions, 
along with previously shared secrets: this gives 
protection against Man-in-the-Middle attacks, 
assuming the attacker was not present in the first 
session between the two endpoints.  
iii. To ensure that the attacker is indeed not present 
in the first session (when no shared secrets exist), 
the Short Authentication String method is used: 
the two endpoint compare a value by reading it 
aloud. In case the two values match, then no 
Man-in-the-Middle attack has been performed. 
iv. Key agreement procedure on a Diffie- Hellman 
exchange and on cached secrets established in 











































































preceding sessions (if any): this creates a new 
shared secret, from which all key material can be 
derived by means of one-way functions. 
v. Keying material is destroyed at the end of each 
session, thus this protocol offers perfect forward 
secrecy. 
v.  Demonstration 
The encryption of packets could be successfully 
shown through their decoding using a packet sniffing 
tool in which we shall sniff the VOIP packets on an IP 
address by connecting the Android device via Wi-Fi on a 
shared network which has a public IP address. After 
sniffing the packets, try to decode them in order to hear 
the voice. The packet sniffing cannot occur in the GPRS 
network because we do not have an access point to can 
the packets. 
vi.  Installing Application on Android Phones 
1. Enable USB debugging, Stay Awake, and Allow 
mock locations on both the Android phones on 
which application has to be installed. 
2. Connect Android phone to Laptop via USB cable. 
3. Open the android application in Eclipse IDE. Run it 
as Android application. Once the application get 
installed on the Android phone , the dialler interface 
will appear on the Android phones. 
4. Configuring Account on SIP client:- Open the 
application on the Android phones, Configure SIP 
account by entering Account name, User, Server 
name provided by Call centric. 
5. Activate the SIP account. It will get activated via 
GPRS. Now SIP client is configured. 
6. This application shall work on GPRS as the 
communication medium and requires high-
bandwidth network speed. 
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